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Standard Squads in 
SpecOps

 
Squads in SpecOps represent the forces on the 

battlefield, whether veteran soldiers or organized 
rabble, that often operate against or on the behest of 
SpecOps operatives. 

Squads can be used in conjunction with SpecOps teams 
(such as indigenous personnel that have been trained and 
are lead by the operatives) or as the opposing force in 
scenarios instead of an enemy SpecOps team. 

If used as an opposing force in a scenario, each five squad 
members are worth the same experience points as one 
SpecOps operative. For example, if you would gain one (1) 
experience for taking a SpecOps operative out, you would 
have to take five members of a standard squad out for that 
experience point.  

Using standard squads instead of a SpecOps team in a sce-
nario is a good way to increase the variety of missions, play 
co-op and solo scenarios and to allow both players to try 
out new forces. You may create as many standard squads 
that equal the point value of the opposing SpecOps team. 

Squads have additional restrictions in SpecOps to repre-
sent their lower capability compared to SpecOps teams.

Squads are created using standard Gruntz Squad builder 
but have the following stats that have been restricted. Oth-
erwise they are only restricted by points and the standard 
Gruntz builder:

• Max SHOOT: 5
• Max ASSAULT:  5
• Max MENTAL: 8
• Max SKILL: 5

Squads may not use the blip mechanic and are deployed 
on the table when they enter the game.

Squads may only fire once per turn, as per standard Gruntz 
rules.

When using reactive fire squads act as one model for react-
ing but only models that have actual valid LOS may fire. 

For example, if an operative enters LOS of one member of 
an enemy squad, the whole squad must decide to react 
fire or not, but only the members with actual, valid LOS 
may attempt to fire. 

Reactions and Reaction 
Table

This table is used to determine the actions of a squad not 
controlled by a player, which is useful for solo or co-op 
scenarios. These rules could also be used to add a non-
player controlled squad to an existing scenario (such as a 
third faction’s enemy force). 

When cards are assigned, each non-player controlled squad 
is dealt a facedown card after the players. After all cards 
are dealt reveal which card they were dealt and when they 
activate roll 1D6 and consult the table. 

1D6 Result

1
RUN forward to cover or 

ASSAULT

2
 One MOVE action towards 
closest enemy unit or blip.

3
 One MOVE action towards 

closest cover.

4 No MOVE (+1 to shoot)

5
No MOVE (+1 to shoot), 

will go prone if no enemy 
within LOS and 12”.

6 Unit declares Overwatch

Squads will always attempt to get as many squad members 
in cover as possible, and will favor cover that they can shoot 
from.  It is recommended that non-player controlled squads 
be placed and moved around the tabletop in a reasonable 
manner to what the unit would actually do if controlled by 
a player.

Squads will always attempt to spot the closest blip they 
have valid LOS to.  If they fail they will shoot at the closest 
enemy blip or model that is in valid LOS.

Squads will always attempt to react to an enemy coming 
into LOS.  Unless assaulting, a squad will always attempt to 
shoot at an enemy unit. They will always choose the closest 
target.

If playing co-op or with another player, that player should 
roll the dice for actions such as shooting, and morale checks. 
They should also be the ones to resolve movement of the 
non-player controlled squads. 
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Scenario

Operation Cold Ledger

Objective: After a successful target neutralization and recon mission, exfil to the designated LZ and rendezvous 
with an Aurora-Class stealth VTOL.  

Be advised that indigenous personnel have triangulated the LZ and are inbound to your location. We will provide limited 
orbital assets as we transverse your AO. 

Table size: 2’x2’

Game Objective: Have both operatives inside the LZ at the end of turn 6.
Set up enough scenery to provide a clear LZ, but plenty of cover in all directions around it with open lanes of movement 
and fire. 
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Forces: 

This is a co-op or solo scenario using two operatives, preferably one armed with a sniper rifle. You may build 
new operatives with a 25 point-limit, or use two operatives from your existing team.  You may not buy off-board 

resources, but have two orbital strikes for no point cost.

The scenario starts with the of the following squads on the board as shown on the above map. Approximately half of the 
squad members should be out of cover.  See above map for scenario specific rules. 

Each squad has eight (8) members, as denoted by the damage tracker boxes.

The HADES Ghost Team and Mercenary/Colonial forces are available from http://www.ClearHorizonMiniatures.com.  
Use the code 10OFF for 10% off your order, excluding sale and bundle items.


